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Image: 'San Francisco Peaks from Kendrick Mountain Fire Lookout Tower'  
http://www.flickr.com/photos/7202153@N03/3841792132 



My name is Kristin F. 
And long before I became a 

professor at the University of 
Michigan, I was something 

else. 
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My name is Kristin F. 
And long before I became a 

professor at the University of 
Michigan, I was something 

else. 

A principal’s kid. 

So you can imagine the combination of trepidation 
and revenge coursing through my veins this 

morning. 



Image: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bell_and_Howell_Apple_II.jpg by Jeff Keyzer, used with a Creative Commons Generic Attribution 2.0 License 



I hope you’ll permit 
me beginning with a 
soapbox moment. 

http://flickr.com/photos/ari/379672009/ 



It’s so easy to 
make things 
look fancy… 

Fancy Nancy (O’Connor) 

…that sometimes we  credit 
students what programmers 
behind the scenes have 
actually facilitated. 

(Little input > Big output) 



Twitter Parade 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_iNyt1ywrbQ 





Sometimes, our 
students expend a 
disproportionate 
amount of
e-effort
over
knowledge-building.

(Big Input > Little 
Output)



My Explorers Report 

By Kristin Fontichiaro 

By Kristin Fontichiaro 



Christopher 
Columbus 
was born in 
1461. 



HE WAS 
BORN IN 
ITALY. 

HOME OF PIZZA!!!!!!! YUM!!!! 



He had three boats: 

Nina 
Pinta 
Santa Maria 



He 
discovered 
AMERICA!!! 



He died in 1506. 

It was sad. 





Image: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bell_and_Howell_Apple_II.jpg by Jeff Keyzer, used with a Creative Commons Generic Attribution 2.0 License 

How far have we come in using computers to promote cognitive growth in 
the past 35ish years? 



Total information 
search, note-
taking, and 
thinking time  
= 1 hour 

Total presentation 
creation time 
= 2 weeks 



What are 
students gaining 
from this 
experience? 

Image: 'Question mark made of puzzle pieces'  
http://www.flickr.com/photos/10361931@N06/4273168957 



Which parts of this project could NOT be 
outsourced to India? (And who would buy it?) 



If I had turned in 
this assignment as a  
paper-and-pencil 
product, would you 
have been proud of 
me? 

http://flickr.com/photos/kcls/2384986129/ 



Where’s the Beef?* 
How Do We Know Rigor When We See It? 
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Connecting people, information, 
and technology in  
more valuable ways 



So we should have some 
agreement on what  
good tech looks  
like, right? 

Image: 'the professor is six minutes late'  
http://www.flickr.com/photos/55779593@N00/127023370 



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 

Rigor means exciting 
challenge, not rigor 

mortis! ! 



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 

+ 

“Man” by Michael McMillan and “Computer” by Alyssa Mahlberg from thenounproject.com collection. 
Used under a Creative Commons CC-BY 3.0 license.  

> 
* 

* Charles Friedman, definition of Informatics 



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology 

Authentic 

Decontextualized 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 

What’s in it for 
me? 

How does this 
apply to me? Why 
does this matter 

to me?



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology 

Student-Centered 

Teacher-
Directed 

Authentic 

Decontextualized 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 

Who’s working 
harder? Who 

decides what is 
important?



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology Informated 

(Value-Added) 

Automated 

Student-Centered 

Teacher-
Directed 

Authentic 

Decontextualized 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 

Tech is 
expensive … 

why pay more if 
we’re not 

getting more?



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology Informated 

(Value-Added) 

Automated 

Synthesis 

Retelling 

Student-Centered 

Teacher-
Directed 

Authentic 

Decontextualiz
ed 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 

Does the world 
need more 

people 
repeating 

facts?



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology Informated 

(Value-Added) 

Automated 

Synthesis 

Retelling 

Student-Centered 

Teacher-
Directed 

Authentic 

Decontextualized 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 

“We swim in the pool of 
content.” 

- Raya Samet



Image: 'Talk Shows On Mute'  
http://www.flickr.com/photos/44538772@N00/67865829 





Recognize 
this 

Report?

http://bit.ly/
sofia-otter 



http://bit.ly/sofia-otter  



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology Informated 

(Value-Added) 

Automated 

Synthesis 

Retelling 

Student-Centered 

Teacher-
Directed 

Authentic 

Decontextualized 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 



Check out 
this 

Glogster!





This is the 
movement of the 
plates over 
millions of years. 

This is the plate 
boundary lines. 

Im thinking about 
tectonic plates!! 

The three boundary types 
are transform, 
convergent, and 
divergent 

There was 7.0 in 
Haiti, a 8.9 in Chile, 
and a 6.4 in 
Taiwan. 

When we strip out the work not done by the student, we are left with… 

Here is the three tectonic 
plate types. 
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This is the 
movement of the 
plates over 
millions of years. 

This is the plate 
boundary lines. 

Im thinking about 
tectonic plates!! 

The three boundary types 
are transform, 
convergent, and 
divergent 

There was 7.0 in 
Haiti, a 8.9 in Chile, 
and a 6.4 in 
Taiwan. 

Of the five sentences, four have writing errors. 

One makes us question whether the student knows what the content means. 



How has this project 
demonstrated that the 
student understands 

tectonic plates?  

What evidence of learning 
do you see? 



Hamlet 
goes to high 

school

bit.ly/hPn588 



bit.ly/hPn588  



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology Informated 

(Value-Added) 

Automated 

Synthesis 

Retelling 

Student-Centered 

Teacher-
Directed 

Authentic 

Decontextualized 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 



Rigorous 
Learning 

with 
Technology Informated 

(Value-Added) 

Automated 

Synthesis 

Retelling 

Student-Centered 

Teacher-
Directed 

Authentic 

Decontextualized 

(with thanks to Roberta Sibley, Laurie Olmsted, Jeff Stanzler, and Raya Samet for contributing their feedback!) 



And just in case we have some extra time 

(because a principal’s daughter is always prepared …) 



Inquiry isn’t just about research projects. 
It’s also about identifying problems and investigating 

solutions… 
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http://marsrover.nasa.gov/mission/images/rover1_detail_500.jpg 

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/images/cheering_hq_msl20120805-hpfeat.jpg 

Watch these engineers celebrate! 
Check out the video at 
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/ . 
Start about 25 minutes in. The 
real euphoria begins around 
28:45. 



http://gregcrowleyblog.org/wp-content/plugins/rss-poster/cache/31179_liter_light_01.jpg 
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http://cdn.ientry.com/sites/webpronews/pictures/magicarms_616.jpg 



Image: 'arduino uno'  
http://www.flickr.com/photos/35434449@N08/5027882580 Image: Raspberry Pi Foundation, raspberrypi.org 

Image:makerbot.com Image: dogeglow.com 

WHAT DO THESE HAVE IN COMMON? 



“The maker movement has the opportunity to transform 
education by inviting students to be something other than 
consumers of education. They can become makers and 
creators of their own educational lives, moving from being 
directed to do something to becoming self-directed and 
independent learners. Increasingly, they can take 
advantage of new tools for creative expression and for 
exploring the real world around them. They can be active 
participants in constructing a new kind of education for 
the 21st-century, which will promote the creativity and 
critical thinking we say we value in people like Steve Jobs. 

-- Dale Dougherty, Slate (bit.ly/scienceed) 
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Before - $36K 

http://makerspace.com/2012/04/10/schools-making-makerspaces-
verrado-middle-school-before-after/ 

Verrado Middle School, Arizona 



2 Weeks Later  - $15K Before - $36K 

Verrado Middle School, Arizona 

http://makerspace.com/2012/04/10/schools-making-makerspaces-
verrado-middle-school-before-after/ 



Portable Makerspace + 
Kids + Grad Students + 
Hands-On Inquiry =  
Think, Create, Share, Grow 



Questions? 
font@umich.edu 
@activelearning 


